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It has been a long time since the Yi Provence Khoi Mines were open for excavation, ever since 
the workers struck a goblin nest. The strange thing is that soldiers have been sent there before, 
people who clearly could handle a few goblins, but none returned. The Yi family eventually gave 
up on recovering the valuable mines.  
 
The player enters the Provence as Yi’s current generation’s first born child. Thy wish to reclaim 
their family’s honor and revive the activity of the mines, something that the Yi family has 
neglected for such a long time. Will they succeed or will they go missing like all the rest who 
have tried? 
 

Neglect is a short D&D campaign module hosted on the Never-winter Night’s BioWare engine, 
Aurora. The module will use the D&D 3.0 rules as per NWN standard. Players will create their 
own heir to the Yi’s fortune and attempt to explore, fight, and train their way through the 
forest and mountains to reclaiming the mines of their heritage. 
 

System: Windows PC 
Engine: Aurora Engine: Game Version v1.69 vts030 
Programming Language: NWScript (Also used in Witcher, Star Wars: OR 1 & 2) 
Control Output: Mouse and Keyboard 
 

Game Type: Adventure RPG 
Age: T for Language and Violence 
Intended audience: Old-school D&D Fans, RPG lovers 
 
 
 
 

The player wins by eliminating the Goblin King and his entrapped demon using their ingenuity 
and experience obtained in the field. The player must traverse the Yi Provence starting with the 
Khoi Forest, Segou Mountains, and finally enter the Khoi Mine to purge the threat. 



 
 Make the land safe by defeating all of the monsters and fulfil ones role as the next head 

of household. The mountains have many wild animals, as well as other beings whom 
may help or hinder the plyer’s quest. 

 Complete the level as fast as possible. Nothing influences time other than time itself, so 
if a player wishes to speed-run the level, they will have to do so at the cost of missing 
power-ups or hidden items. This kind of optional goal is a much greater challenge than 
the normal level.  

 Finding all the secrets. This is a hidden optional goal the player discovers upon exploring 
every nook and cranny of the level. While the game will not track these secrets, they can 
assist in wreaking havoc upon the player’s foes 

 

There is only a single losing condition to this level, and that is if the player’s health is reduced to 
0 and they die. Upon death, the player has the choice of either quitting the level or loading a 
previous saved location. 
 
 
 
 

Fighter: A physical fighter, master of weapons. The basic and easiest class to master. Uses 

medium to heavy armor and any assortment of weapons and shields. 



Barbarian: A physical tank, able to take hits and turn his/her wounds into rage to fuel their 

destruction. Uses any assortment of armor and typically two handed weapons. 
 

 
Rogue: A quick, agile assassin who is not afraid to use dirty tricks and deeds to get their way. 

Uses cloth to leather armor and dexterity based weapons, usually two of them. 
 

 
Ranger: An expert in all manner of combat, a ranger commands the wilds using expert hunting 

skills. Typically uses leather armor to chainmail and ranged weapons with dexterity based 
melee. 
 
 
 



 
Cleric: A stalwart warrior following a chosen god, these armored benders of faith are packed 

with an arsenal of spells to turn the tide of war. Uses heavy armor, usually with blunt weaponry 
and shields. 
 

 
Sorcerer: Expert of chaos and bender of truths, a sorcerer conjures arcane forces to erase all 

in their way. Only uses cloth armor with staffs, wands, and ranged weaponry. 
 

 
Druid: One with nature, a druid is never alone. They are always with a pack, whether that pack 

is the trees or ferocious animals. Uses a wide variety of gear, all dependent on the build.

 Exploration: Players have the right to explore the areas in any direction that the borders 
allow them to. This is not a need, but an option. Doing so may provide additional 
challenges and loot that the player would not otherwise have. 

 Combat: Players have the option to kill anyone, including npcs. 
 Stealth: If a player so wishes they can stealth past encounters instead of dealing with 

them directly.



 Side quests: While there will be no defined quests in this game, there will still be other 
tasks the player can do. These side stories or tracks could provide additional lore, hints, 
or even introduce new npcs the player wouldn’t have known otherwise.

 Experimentation: There are many ways to solve a problem, from breaking the locked 
door, unlocking the locked door with the proper key, picking the door, or luring an 
enemy to the trap. This game will allow the player to use any tricks they have at their 
disposal to win.

 
 
 
 

 

 Goblin Grunt: Weakest enemy, carries a knife and travels in packs. Usually in sight of 
stronger goblins aside from the occasional group on the surface.

 Goblin Elite: Heavily armored goblins with magical weapons, they are powerful enough 
to fell even the most veteran of warriors. Warrants extreme caution.

 Goblin Shaman: A rare goblin using the art of shamanic magic to lay waste to their foes, 
but are physical weak.

 Hobgoblin: Dwarf-sized goblins built with muscle. They carry much stronger gear than 
their smaller cousins.

 Warg: Nasty wolves that goblins raise to do their bidding: the animal unit, strong and 
fast. 

 Hobgoblin Shaman: Just like the goblin shamans, but bigger and more powerful. 

 Bebelith: A terrifying spider demon from the hell plane that leads the goblins. IT plans to 
make the mines its base to funnel demons through a gateway.

 Wilderness life: Bears, spiders, wolves, and other such natural creatures live in the 
forests and caves to hunt or food.

 Bandits: Lowly thugs that prey on the weak. 
 
 
 



 
All assets are derived from the Aurora Engine featured from the game Neverwnter Nights, both 
expansion packs, as well as the CEP packs. An extensive list of used assets is below: 
 
Cep2_top_v22 
Cep2_custom 
Cep2_add_phenos 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 
Cep2_add_tiles 1 and 2 
Cep2_core 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 
Cep2_add_doors 
Cep2_crp 
Cep2_Add_sb_v1 
Cep2_Crp_2 
Cep2_build 
 
 
 
 

 
All features are derived from the Aurora Engine featured from the game Neverwinter Nights, both 
expansion packs, as well as the CEP packs. 


